Quick reference
MA10320-PRO Series thermohygrometer with cable sensor

MOBILE-ALERTS Sensor
This is a sensor for the "MOBILE-ALERTS" system, it
can be used with this system only. To use the sensor
you need a MOBILE-ALERTS gateway.
Sensor set up
Open the battery compartment of the temperature
sensor and put in 2x AAA batteries with the correct
polarity.

Specifications
Batteries:

2 x AAA LR03
alkaline
Battery life:
approx. 1 year
Measuring range temperature: – 39.9°C to +59.9°C
Accuracy:
1 °C
Measuring range temp. probe: -50.0°C to +110.0°C
Accuracy:
0.5°C
Measuring range humidity:
20-99%
Accuracy:
5%
Measurement intervals:
3.5 minutes
Transmission range:
100m (open area)
Cable length:
1,5m

More information and detailed instructions can be found
in the app at “Info” or at www.mobile-alerts.fr
The declaration of Conformity can be found at:
www.mobile-alerts.fr

Add Sensor
Open the app, dashboard is displayed. Tap "Add new
sensor" and scan the QR code on the back of the
temperature sensor. Then set a name for the sensor.
Old batteries do not belong into general
household waste. You are obliged to return
used batteries to your vendor or collection
points.

Electrical devices have to be disposed
separately from the general household
waste. Take your old electronics to your local
waste collection point or recycling centre.

Liability Disclaimer
The electrical and electronic wastes contain hazardous
substances. Disposal of electronic waste in wild country
and/or in unauthorized grounds strongly damages the
environment.
Please contact your local or/and regional authorities to
retrieve the addresses of legal dumping grounds with
selective collection.
All electronic instruments must from now on be
recycled. User shall take an active part in the reuse,
recycling and recovery of the electrical and electronic
waste.
The unrestricted disposal of electronic waste may do
harm on public health and the quality of environment.
As stated on the gift box and labeled on the product,
reading the “User manual” is highly recommended for
the benefit of the user. This product must however not
be thrown in general rubbish collection points.
The manufacturer and supplier cannot accept any
responsibility for any incorrect readings and any
consequences that occur should an inaccurate reading
take place.

This product is designed for use in the home only as
indication of the temperature.
This product is not to be used for medical purposes or
for public information.
The specifications of this product may change without
prior notice.
This product is not a toy. Keep out of the reach of
children.
No part of this manual may be reproduced without
written authorization of the manufacturer.

